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Inspera Assessment was updated February 5th 2021 
 

Welcome to our Q1 Release Webinar 11th of March. Join us for a walk-through of

new features and improvements released in January, February and March 2021.

Register here

 

Have a great weekend!

The Inspera Team

Heads up
 

Improved spell checker for Essays coming soon
We are in the process of replacing the current spell checker in the response field

for essay questions. The new version, WProofreader, will be available from next

release 5th of March 2021. 
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Highlights

Instant Spelling-as-you-type and In-a-dialog proofreading

Checks spelling in 30+ languages

Official compliance with WCAG 2.1

Language auto-detection

Regular dictionary updates ensure spell checks are always up-to-date

For a demo, join our next Release Webinar or visit WProofreader online demo.

Documentation will be available upon release.

 

Also coming in March

GeoGebra as Resource general release

Support for enabling / disabling Question Weight on account level

For more planned features, visit the Inspera Product Roadmap 

 

Improved Swedish support in Inspera Help Center
Swedish support pages are now a general language option and no longer a

separate category.
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The language selector is located in the footer

New features in this release
 

Inspera Exam Portal
Activation required.

Inspera Exam Portal (formerly known as Inspera SEB) addresses the need for

elevated exam and content security, test-taker convenience and assistance and

administrative flexibility for onsite BYOD exams as well as at-home exams.

This fully integrated Inspera Lockdown Browser is configurable to balance

privacy and security, and offers unified operational monitoring combing test session

controls, alerts and monitoring of operating system. It has strong remote

capabilities and robust handling of connectivity issues during the exam delivery. 

 

Exam Portal Highlights

Lockdown browser: Turn any device temporarily into a secure workstation

by preventing access to all unauthorised programs and resources.

Configurable security levels : Choose a security level that fits your needs.

Real-time warnings: Stay informed by early warning detection system that

keeps you updated in real time.

Learn more
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Inspera Smarter Proctoring
Activation required. 

Inspera Smarter Proctoring is a remote proctoring solution building on the Inspera

Exam Portal. Furthermore, Inspera Smarter Proctoring includes advanced

monitoring of test-takers via webcam and screen sharing technology - either fully

automated, human proctored, or combined.

Inspera Smarter Proctoring works as an add-on and is for institutions that require

online proctoring on a high level. You can adjust the remote proctoring capabilities,

thereby balancing privacy concerns and exam integrity. The fully automated AI

solution can be switched on and off, and live remote proctoring will also be

supported soon.

 

Smarter Proctoring Highlights

Identity verification: Simplify identity checks with AI facial-recognition.

Advanced monitoring: Monitor test takers live, get notified of any

suspicious behaviour and intervene as required. 

Test session recordings: Review end-to-end video recordings of each test

taker’s webcam (video & audio) and screen, or navigate directly to flagged

suspicious activities.

Network resilience: Continuous monitoring despite the temporary loss of

internet connectivity.

Learn more
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Improvements and bug fixes

GeoGebra as Resource: Added language selector

Marking 2.0 

Fixed issue with Polish language not rendering correctly in annotation

side panel

Improved responsive behaviour of lists and submission viewer

Fixed issue with rendering correct number of submissions in tests with

more than 1500 candidates

Explanations: Support for tables in Explanation of grade editor

Fixed issue with blank submissions not excluded when configured to

do so

Inline Gap Match and Graphic Gap Match questions: Added auto-scrolling

when dragging tokens on small screens

Support for OpenID Connect SSO (Closed beta)

For developers
 

Extended test options API
Grading workflow options now included in /v1/test/{testId}/options API

GRADING_LEVEL

MARKS_MODE

AGREE_ON_MARKS

CONFIRMATION_BY_COMMITTEE_MODE

CONFIRMATION_MODE

 

New API endpoints
New API endpoint to export student credentials as a file:

/v1/candidates/credentials/{testId}

 

General API improvements
We are in process of updating our API documentation on

https://iad.inspera.no/apidoc/#/. Changes are NOT impacting how APIs work and

will not impact any existing integrations using APIs, as these are only made to

reflect changes in mandatory / not mandatory fields marking.
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